The control mixer method proposed in [5, 81 is efficient in improving an ordinary control system into a fault tolerant one, especially for these control systems of which the real-time and on-line redesign of the control laws is very difficult. In order to consider the stability, performance and robustness of the reconfigured system simultaneously, and to deal with a more general controller configuration than the static feedback mechanism considered by the conventional control mixer method, the robust control mixer module method is proposed in this paper. The form of the control mixer module extends from a static gain matrix into an LTI dynamical system. Furthermore, multiple dynamical control mixer modules can be employed in our consideration. The H, control theory is used for the analysis and design of the robust control mixer modules. Finally, one robotic arm (ERA) system is used to test the proposed method.
Introduction
The objective of Control Reconfiguration (CR) is to recover the operation/functionality of the faulty system as same as that of the nominal system by using some proper control techniques [7] . As a typical CR strategy, the main idea of the control mixer method proposed in [5, 81 is to keep the baseline (nominal) control law still under operation when some fault happened in the controlled system, alternatively, an extra gain matrix, referred to as the control mixer module, will be inserted into the faulty closed-loop control systems. This control mixer module redistributes signals inside the closed-loop systems so as to preserve the closedloop system functionality as much as possible.
This method is directly motivated by the research of self-repairing flight control systems [l, 5, 6, 8, 91, where the already existing flight control laws are mainly designed by classical control methods iteratively and loop-by-loop, furthermore adjusted through extensive experimentation besides a lot of heuristic expert knowledge [7] . Thereby, it's very difficult to redesign this kind of control laws in an on-line and systematic way.
The general criterion for the design of the control mixer matrix is to minimize the difference between the nominal and reconfigured actuator matrices [l, 5, 81 or closed-loop system transition matrices [4, 6] or sampled transfer function matrices [9] in the Frobenius-norm sense, so that the Pseudo-Inverse method can be employed directly for the optimal design. But this direct design is quite ad hoc from the theoretical and practical point of view: Firstly, it can't guarantee the stability of the reconfigured system. Secondly, the reconfigured performance can't be evaluated directly from the CR design. Although Gao and P.J. Antsaklis proposed a Modified Pseudo-Inverse method in [4] with respect to the stability constraint, their method loses the optimal sense in dealing with general MIMO systems. Another possible problem by using the Pseudo-Inverse based methods is that the design assumes the nominal and faulty system matrices known precisely, otherwise, this design maybe lead to a disaster consequence. Whilst in practice the fault information provided by the FDI mechanism usually does not match exactly the information assumed by the CR design procedure. Moreover, from the considered system configuration's point of view, the Pseudo-Inverse based methods are only suitable for the closed-loop control systems with the static feedback mechanism [l, 4, 5, 6, 81.
In order to overcome above mentioned drawbacks of Pseudo-Inverse based methods for the control mixer design, a novel design approach called the robust control mixer module method is proposed in this paper. The characteristics of the proposed method manifests in: (1) The form of the control mixer module extends from a static matrix into an LTI system; (2) Instead of using a single gain matrix, multiple control mixer modules can be employed; and (3) The criterion is to match the closed-loop transfer function matrices of the nominal and reconfigured systems in the Ha-norm sense.
The H, optimization theory [2, 31 is employed for the robust control mixer design. Therefore, the proposed method has more extensive applicable range as well 0-7803-551 9-9/00 $1 0.00 0 2000 AACC that the stability, performance and robustness of the reconfigured system can also be considered simultaneously and systematically.
The rest of this paper is organized as: Section 2 formulates the robust control mixer design problem; Section 3 discusses the module synthesis by using the H, control theory; Section 4 tests the proposed method on one subsystem of the European Robot Arm (ERA) system [lo]; And Section 5 is the conclusions.
Problem Formulation
In the following, we restrict to a class of continuous time LTI control systems and abrupt system faults.
Assume the plant, denoted as P,, and the controller, denoted as C,, have the forms under the nominal situation:
(1) 
~( t ) = w(t) -yc(t), and uc(t) = ~( t ) . ( 3 )
Therefore, (1),(2) and (3) define the nominal closedloop control system in the following analysis.
Assume the plant changes abruptly to Pf (faulty plant) when some fault happened inside Pn, where (2) and ( Consider the closed-loop system configuration as shown in Fig. 1 It can be noted that the RCMM design is a two-degreeof-freedom problem, i.e., the selection of control mixer modules and the design of each selected module.
Design of Robust Control Mixer Modules
The RCMM design problem not only relates to the concrete forms of the nominal and faulty systems, but also relates to the whole closed-loop system configuration.
In the following, firstly we consider individual design problems of modules IC1 and IC4 respectively. Then we discuss primarily about the cooperative design.
Design of Module IC1
With respect to the problem formulation (6), the design problem of using module K1 simplifies to solve 2Here we assume that the FDI can provide the fault information precisely, the proposed method can also extend to deal with under the condition that the reconfigured system is the case with FDI derivations by using p-analysis technique.
stable. It can be noted from Fig. 2 that the optimal problem (7) 
Design of Module K4
Once only module K4 is selected from possible system structure shown in Fig. 1 , the reconfigured system has the configuration as shown in Fig.3 , and the design problem (6) of using module K4 reduces to solve: % y 3 -w 4 ) ) w t t m , (8) under the condition that the reconfigured closed-loop system is internally stable.
With respect to requirement (8) , an augmented control system can be constructed as shown in Fig. 4 . Then we can proposed the H, optimal synthesis problem of this augmented system as solving min l l Z Z I It,, (9) IC under the condition that the closed-loop system is internally stable, where Tu,, represents the transfer function matrix from w to z1 of the augmented system (Fig.4) . Once the parts included in the dash-box in Fig. 4 is regarded as a controlled plant with input vectors w and U , and output vectors z1 and z2, then the H, synthesis problem of K of this augmented system becomes a standard H, optimal design problem.
Therefore, we have
Lemma 1: The augmented control system (Fig. 4) can (9) is also a solution of the optimal IC4 design problem (8) . From the primary analysis in [lo], we knew that the cooperative design of IC1 and K4 is necessary when GPj is stabilizable and m 2 has zero(s) or pole(s) on the imaginary axis. Specially for the SISO systems, the condition is that the PfM2E2 (PfN2M2) has zero(s) or pole(s) on the imaginary axis. Where matrices K C l , K,z and K , are the feedback, series and filter matrices, respectively. The whole closedloop system is a two-input-two-output system. When the controlled ERA system is required to track the ref-
, we consider two
kinds of possible faults in the system, i.e., IALFIm I , and KtfGFk,Kt, where the parameters FI, and Fkt represent the fault levels of corresponding system parameters respectively.
(a) (Multiple) system fault case: When FI, = 0.5 and Fk, = 1.2, the simulation by using the Pseudo-Inverse method is shown in Fig. 6 . It is obvious that the reconfigured system has a quite poor performance recovery, even worse than the faulty case. The simulation results by using modules K1 and IC4 individually are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively. The reconfigured system by using K 4 has better tracking recovery comparing withthecasebyusingK1, since llx$llm = 5 . 1 2 6 1~1 0~ and llx~ll, = 9.3097 x lo5. But the chattering phenomenon caused by the abrupt control switch leads to a large initial derivation in K4 case3.
(b) Actuator fault case: When Fk, = 0.12, the simulation by using Pseudo-Inverse method is shown in Fig. 9 , this time the control mixer matrix makes the reconfigured system recover completely. The simulation result by using IC1 is shown in Fig. 10 , this control mixer keeps the reconfigured system stable, but with a poor performance recovery. The result by using IC1 is shown in Fig.11 , this control mixer not only keeps the reconfigured system stable, but also has a good performance recovery.
Conclusions
In order to meet the simultaneous consideration of stability, performance and robustness, and deal with more general control configurations by using the control mixer concept, the robust control mixer module method is proposed in this paper. The H, control techniques can be used for the module design after augmenting the optimal design problem into a standard H, synthesis problem. The simulations based on a linear robotic system show that the proposed method has more extensive applicable range and design flexibility than the Pseudo-Inverse based methods. But the complexity of reconfigured system by using the proposed method is much high than that by using the PseudoInverse based method. 
